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Languages for Knowledge Capture and their Use
in Creation of Smart Models
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Abstract: Languages are means of capcuring the knowledge for the design and development
of a product. Smart Models arc the n:sults or such knowledge caprure. The author, first
de$cribt$ how l:angua,« for knowledge capture have evolvM over a thirty year time period.
Author through literature swch finds such languages to fall into three major classes: (a)

Ocomeuy-hased language (b) Constraint-based language (c) Knowledge-based languageThe paper then describes the differences and similarities or these languages that can be
employed to cap1ure life-cycle intent. The second pan of the pq>er describes how such
languages are being used in creation of smart models. A sm.ut model is a rewable
conceptualization of an application domain. The models contain lk knowledge (attributes.
rules or relations) of the application domains forming the basis for future problem solving.
The paper also describes two popular ways of formulating a problem that leads to such smart

models: (I) Constraint-based programming (2) Knowledge-based programming. Througb
analysis of existing practices. new development and trends, the paper then discusses some
•new

ernergi~

directions in the use of languages for the knowledge capture". Finally, the

benefits of knowledge capture and creation of smart models over conventional models are
discussed.

1. Introduction
Except in a few rare cases, products are now so complex that it is extremely
difficult to correctly "capture" their life-cycle intent right tlie first time no matter
what C4 (CAD/CAM/CAE/CIM) tools, productivity gadgelS or automation widgelS
are used. Tnditionally. CAD tools are primarily used for acnvities that occur at the
end of the design process. Such usage of CAD tools, for imtance, during detailing
geometry of an artifact, is in generating a production drawing, or in documenting
geometry in a digitized form (See Figure 1). CAM systems are conventionally used
to program machining or cutting instructions on the NC machines for a pan whose
mock-up design, clay or plaster prototype may already exist. CAE systems are used
to check the integrity of the designed artifact (such as structural analysis for stress,
therma.I, etc.), when mos! of the critical design decisions have already been made.

